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Over and above the din of everyday struggle and everyday existence, The Arts call us, signaling 
a solemn S.O.S. How we choose to respond serves as a barometer of the essence of human 
existence. For the arts are far more than flowery necessities; in their purest undiluted forms, they 
are shields of the human spirit; weapons of peace; vestiges of the ancestors; sounding boards of 
communities; harbingers of the future — reminders of the Divine within, without and despite us.  
 
We are therefore duty bound, to ourselves, our immediate communities, and the larger world, to 
keep the channels for the arts clear and open and accessible for this and future generations. 
Thankfully, artists working within and across the genres are making favorable strides in this 
regard: 
 

• We hear it in the mellifluous voice of Bobby McFerrin, and the sweet, direct tones of 
Esperanza Spalding, who jointly reclaim and project the African-American spiritual as 
universal by virtue of its cultural and performative specificity.  

 
• We see it in Héctor Mediavilla’s The Congolese Sape: artistic photographs depicting, 

documenting and highlighting the sapeurs — Congolese men who live in dire poverty, 
but who nevertheless exude a coolness and self-assurance emanating from their ability to 
adopt and adapt imported upscale French fashions according to a shifting, self-
determined mix of traditional and emerging African cultural aesthetics. 

 
• We see it in the legacy of Wang Yani, whose delight in the monkey as symbol and 

subject of her numerous Chinese brush paintings (some of which she began at the tender 
age of 2; at the age of 16, she became the youngest artist to headline a solo exhibition at 
the Smithsonian Institution) now influences the next generation of children worldwide.  

 
The aforementioned are just a few examples of creative excellence, and the Liberal Arts, 
manifested.  
 
Yet today’s reliance upon prescient computer technology threatens to eradicate the very human 
creativity that gave rise to computers in the first place. Methods, modes and media threaten to 
obscure the arts and the humans who manifest them. 
 
Let us remember that humans created computers and not the reverse. 
 
Let us remember that the arts thrive on active participation and engagement. 
 
Let us not confuse the messages of the arts with their respective methods, modes and  
media. 
 
As is true of the arts from time immemorial to the present day, the messages of the arts can range 
from the tenderly simple to the profoundly visceral, and either or both can center our souls; lift 



our hearts and spirits; transcend time, space and distance and connect us all. Neither are the arts 
relegated to formal, staged performances; babes in wombs around the world rock to the cadences 
and rhythms of their parents’ voices; and some of the most profound musical arts take place in 
kindergarten classrooms, where children, like their parents and grandparents before them, liken 
themselves to tiny teapots and move in time with the melody. 
 
The children remind us: Let us not be mere spectators of the arts. If we can sing, act, dance, 
design, do-be-do, then let’s  
Do-be-do  
What we do 
How we do 
 
… And if we cannot, then let’s do what we can to support those who do  
Sing 
Dance 
Design 
Do-be-doin’ 
What they do. 
 
There is wisdom in studying the arts any way. In the face of impending/imploding/exploding 
technologies — YouTube, the “Twitterverse,” digital downloads, streaming films and music and 
the like — on-demand entertainment has become, at times, a socially divisive element. Our 
challenge today is to recognize the aforementioned, as well as the fact that the arts are not 
necessarily entertainment. For, while the arts may entertain, their primary purpose is to express 
the human condition. Accordingly, let us actively harness computer and related technologies to 
advance the arts, thereby elevating the human condition and, by extension, ourselves. 
 
There is freedom in actively experiencing the arts, anyway. A strong Liberal Arts education 
affords us the freedom to actively experience The Arts and effectively answer its call.  
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